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: Questionnaire

that were interviewed

andlvarious

[I-IJ

cultures.

lived here in the Valley

Report

came from different
was born in Mexico

was born and raised

to the Valley.

[~~

and has

for at least for six years.I[~~
[I-3J

Anglo was born and raised the Rio Grand Valley.
Hispanic

back-

in Uvalde,

Texas.

an

a

r

is a native

[I-4J

Iwas born and raised in Boston,

Massachusetts.
While giving

the inter~s

I also notice patterns

l~~

and

I notice several simular patterns.

that were uniquely

[~~ Iwere teased by students
I remember
United

their own.

For example

when they first arrived.

the first day of school in the

States.

I could not understand

or much less speak it.

English

I recall one girl

that would always call me "wet back" and
give me dirty looks.
and ashamed.

I felt so embarrassrd

I did not want to go back

to school for days after that ordeal.
[1-2]

I had

a si@.r

experiance

When I enter Jackson

but with a different
Elementary

twist.

in McAllen

I was the only boy with really blond hair and
th~se featureS set me apart from most of the
students.
"bolio. "

They would call me "gringo" or
This really upsetted

I did not what the words meant·
couple of days the kids started

me because
After a
to accept me.

M,f,:\.,

.,

'" "
,

..
[1-2J
[1-1]

I

I,

1,

[1-5J

I.

and [1-4J

agreement

and

had a different

[I-3j

The males answered

and the females

the males would

responed

pattern

question

than

ten with an

with a disapproval.

Generally

leave the family behind in order to acheive

their goals in life and the females commented

that they would

rather stay close to the family.

[~~

Itold me the story about his first day

of college land his first time he was really away
from home.

I was not hom~ick

and I did not miss my family.

for one minute
I knew I was there

for one reason to getLaoaeduaaf~0nt5er~ther~uture.
I wished

that there was a suitable

the Valley

but,

college near

since there was not one suitable

for me , I decided

to leave my family for an

education.

the different

patterns

so I ask her why she would not leave her

family inorder to improve her position.

I was always

raised

in be~Ving

should stay together

and tha~Lthe

that the family
male should be

the one to leave the house iJ:rder to seek
his future.

My father would always told me that

he would take care of me even when I would grow
up to be a mother.

I was told by my mother

that she was also raised
not attend

school because

like that but

ihdhdid

she:<na<d.tt1J.
-wbrkr.Jfo!I:J.?family.

I

[1-3J ~ was

the only one that responed

that it was not important

for him

to observe Mexican

and its traditions,

Out of the three Hispanics

culture

that I interveiwed,

I conclude

that this is true since he was born and raised north of the
Valley.

Because

of the major influence

he was not required
think because

to observe Mexican

traditions.

also

I

his parents were not born in the Valley,

did not put much emphasis
reported

of the Anglo culture

to me a culture

on the Hispanic

culture.

they

Steve

shock he had when he went to a

Quinceanera.

I

was told by my parents

Valley
I

to celebrate

wounder

that we were going to the

my cousin's

fifteenth

birthday.

why we were going such a long distance

order to celebrate

a birthday

and I finally

in-

concluded

that it has been over three years since I saw my
cousin.

When we arrived

at the elaborate
of renting
because

in the Valley,

I

was suprised

dress he had made and the thought

the civic center for the party baffled me

back home none of my girl friends ever celebrated

their fifteenth

birthday

like my cousin was.

I

my mother why was Marie and her parents making
a big deal for a birthday
Mexico
a
I

and in the Valley

girl's

fifteenth

party.

never did understand

such

She told me that in

it is tradtional

Birthday

asked

to celebrate

with such elaborateness.

this tradition,

even though I had

a great time~
With this project
views of culture

I

have learned that people have different

and different

culture

learn that my way of think on culture
[1-2]

j"

[I-IJ

[1-5J

[1-4J , and

that allowed me to understand
Also

there are other patterns

like

[1-3)

J' s

difference

[~2] Iwho is a Valley

from!

[1-3J

entirely.

have also

is the same for everyone.
have unique

people

I

clearly

culture

interpertations.

and more effeceint

way.

that can be seen with the questionnaire
[1-4J

native and

and

[~~

[~~

and the difference

who came from another

between

state.
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